Abstract
Introduction
The creation and maintenance of knowledge bases can be carried out with the help of specialized software tools that guide developers in writing the models and keeping its consistency. However, when the domain presents large and complex knowledge bases as it happens in modern knowledge systems, the existing approaches for these types of tools present certain deficiencies that receive even more importance when the system maintenance is intended to be done by domain experts that are no familiar with computer languages and knowledge engineering techniques. This is a case where the ultimate goal is that domain experts themselves should be able of creating and maintaining knowledge bases using their own language instead of artificial and complex symbolic languages. This general need has been already underlined as a significant unsolved problem. For example, the need of knowledge development tools usable by non-experts in knowledge engineering was formulated by AI researchers within the semantic web context as one of the challenges for the twenty-first century AI research [8] .
As an answer to this, we describe here an innovative solution based on specialized word processors and standard documents. Word processors are software tools with well-known procedures for document manipulation. Our approach takes the advantage of the extended and common use of this type of tool and proposes to use it as a solution to write knowledge bases in the same way persons write on a document knowledge about certain problem solving tasks, following certain syntactic and organizational conventions. The proposal considers a special type of word processor that helps users in writing part of a document that represents the whole knowledge model. The tool supervises and constraints the changes made by the user according to a limited freedom for writing. The resulting knowledge base formulated with the help of this type of word processor is operational, i.e., able to be interpreted by the corresponding inference procedures to automatically solve the problems related to the tasks described in the document.
The main aim of this paper is to summarize the results of our research work in specialized word processors for knowledge modeling. This corresponds to a line of work in our research group about knowledge modeling tools in parallel with the development of real-world knowledge systems in civil engineering domains (hydrology, road transport, etc.).
The paper shows the general approach of using specialized word processors as knowledge modeling tools. Then, we describe the characteristics of the document that corresponds to the knowledge model. Then, the paper illustrates the proposal with the case of the KATS tool that we developed in the domain of hydrology following the general approach. Finally, we present a discussion that summarizes the contribution of the proposal and compares the approach to related work.
Specialized word processors as knowledge modeling tools
In the field of knowledge engineering, different types of software tools have been proposed to help developers in building and maintaining a complete operational knowledge base. These types of tools include: (1) general tools for basic knowledge representations, that correspond to the traditional shells for the development of expert systems with one knowledge representation, (2) method-based knowledge modeling tools, such as MOLE [6] for diagnosis systems with the cover-and-differentiate method, or SALT [11] for design systems with the propose-and-revise method, (3) domain-based tools that include prefixed knowledge about the domain in which the knowledge base is developed (e.g., SIRAH [1] for prediction tasks in hydrology), (4) general knowledge modeling tools that assist developers in the application of a modeling methodology (for example, KREST [10] and KSM [4] ), and (5) ontology management tools such as Protégé-2000 [13] and Ontolingua [7] .
When the previous approaches are directly applied to complex problem solving tasks certain difficulties may arise. We have experienced these difficulties in our group during the development of complex knowledge systems. For example, the SAIDA system was developed to assist operators for emergency management in the context of floods in river basins. This system includes different types of tasks (assessment, prediction and scheduling) with several types of knowledge representation formalisms (rules, frames, uncertainty with bayesian networks, logic clauses, temporal and spatial representation, etc.). SAIDA was initially developed for a particular river basin but it was required to be easily portable to other river basins. In this context, a knowledge modeling tool was needed with a language and a level of abstraction close the way the domain experts describe their knowledge in their particular professional area. According to our experience in this domain, the main difficulties that we found using the existing approaches were:
• Excessive technicality. Each particular knowledge base uses a specific symbolic language (rules, frames, functions, attributes with temporal references, bayesian networks, etc.). These languages follow a declarative approach that provides flexibility to accept changes but, still, domain experts perceive them as artificial programming languages.
• Heterogeneous representation. The diversity of knowledge bases with different representation languages offers a heterogeneous view of the model that makes more difficult to be learned by end users.
• Limited perception. The knowledge base was also viewed as a kind of complex and large data base that the user could change with the help of prefixed windows. However, since the existing approaches presented limited views about knowledge roles, it was difficult to anticipate the impact of changes in the knowledge base.
• Non-standard operation procedures. Most of the approaches for knowledge modeling tools follow certain operation procedures that are very specific and must be learned by domain experts with additional learning effort. In order to cope with these problems we designed and developed an original solution based on specialized word processors for knowledge modeling. In general, word processors are well known tools with which a user can easily read and modify documents, changing margins, or adding, deleting, and relocating entire blocks of text, graphics and images. Currently, a word processor is one of the most widely used software tools with standard and well-known edition procedures.
However, the implementation of specialized word processors for knowledge modeling presents important technical difficulties (in the extreme case, it should require a complete solution for natural language interpretation, which it is still an unsolved problem). Thus, we have developed the first part of our research work in this area by focus on method-specific word processors. With this alternative, the word processor allows the user to read a complete knowledge model but only domain knowledge can be modified in the form of document-based representations (tables, formulas, text paragraphs, etc.). The word processor assumes prefixed problem-solving methods that are explicitly described in the document but cannot be modified by the user.
Standard documents for knowledge models
According to commonly extended knowledge engineering methodologies (e.g., [15] ) a knowledge model can be formulated as a collection of tasks with a set of problem-solving methods and domain knowledge. For example (figure 1), a knowledge model in the domain of hydrology may include, among others, the task evaluate state, that interprets the measures of sensors in order to evaluate the severity of a flood problem. This task can be carried out with the method abstract & match, an adapted version of the heuristic classification method [3] . The figure also shows how this model could be described following a standard document representation (we call standard document a human-readable document as it is explained below). In the following, we describe the main components of a knowledge model and, then, how they could be represented following a documentbased approach to be used by a specialized word processor. 
Task evaluate state
The goal of the task evaluate state is to identify the current state of the system. The task evaluate state starts from observables (e.g., inflow, level and discharge of reservoir) and generates as a result the state (e.g., state of reservoir). For this purpose, the method performs the following tasks in linear sequence:
1. abstract data, 2. match state.
The task abstract data starts from observables (e.g., inflow, level and discharge of reservoir) and generates as a result abstractions (e.g., current volume and volume trend of reservoir). For this purpose, the task abstract data applies abstraction criteria ( 
The components of a knowledge model
The knowledge model of figure 1 shows the main components of a knowledge model. In general, problemsolving knowledge is described by tasks (what to do) and methods (how to do it). These components are used recursively developing a task-method hierarchy that shows a functional view of the model. Input and outputs of tasks are described with input and output roles. The problem solving knowledge also includes method assumptions to describe properties that must be satisfied by the domain knowledge for a correct operation of the method. We consider that domain knowledge includes terminologies and attribute dependency models. A terminology expresses the basic terms of a domain in the form of concepts, attributes with values and relations between concepts (e.g., the concept reservoir with the attributes inflow, discharge, level, volume, etc.). Concepts can be organized into classes, subclasses and instances. We call an attribute dependency model to a model that relates values of certain attributes with the values of other attributes, based on a functional dependency (with a similar approach to [5] ). For example, causal relations or rule bases are cases of attribute dependency models. As examples of this type of models, figure 1 shows part of the rules used to determine the value of the attribute state of reservoir or the arithmetic expression to compute the value of volume trend of reservoir. The domain model also includes domain assumptions that express certain properties that domain knowledge must accomplish (for example, physical laws or properties such as that the capacity of reservoir must be greater than its targetvolume).
To relate the domain model to the problem solving model role mappings are used. This informs about the role that the domain knowledge plays in the reasoning process. For example, figure 1 shows that the discharge and the level of a reservoir play the role of observables in the inference abstract.
The document-based representation
In our approach, we have considered that the document that represents the knowledge model should satisfy the following two basic requirements:
• Human-readable, the content of the document must be comprehensible by readers who are not specialized in computer languages. Users should be able to manually perform the described tasks by reading the instructions of the document; • Machine-readable, the content of the document must be able to be interpreted by a program that can perform automatically the tasks described in the document. According to this, the knowledge model should be written as a conventional document with the following characteristics: the complete knowledge required to perform problem-solving tasks. This includes both domain and problem-solving knowledge describing inference procedures. This guarantees that the reader does not require additional knowledge sources to understand the content of the document. However, to be natural, the word processor may assume a minimum level of professional commonsense. For example, in the domain of hydrology, the document should not describe too obvious knowledge about temporal representation of physical magnitudes. In order to represent domain knowledge, the document is written following document-based representations according to standard conventions. We have identified a collection of these representations that are familiar to general users that are not experts in computer languages. We have analyzed several problem-solving tasks in different domains to study the way experts use these representations to formulate domain knowledge. Based on the analysis, we have generalized a set of document-based representations (see figure 2) for each of type of knowledge that can automatically be translated into symbolic representations. These representations include text paragraphs, tables, formulas and illustrations such as schematic diagrams, graphs, 2D graphics, etc.
The combination of such representations provides appropriate expressiveness to represent knowledge in complex domains. We do not claim that this set of representations is complete (i.e., totally expressive for any kind of problem) but they cover a representative number of complex cases of real-world knowledge systems and it is general to be applied to different domains. In addition to that, it follows an open approach, i.e., this set of representations is open to include in the future new representations according to the specific needs of particular problems.
Type of knowledge

Documentbased representtation Description
Structured paragraph for terminologies
Formatted text paragraph in natural language to describe explicitly or implicitly a concept, an attribute of a concept or a relation between concepts. 
Table of instances
Graph of relations
Graph with nodes that represent concepts and arcs that represent relations. This is useful to present a global image of the relations between a set of instances.
Terminologies Schematic diagram
An image with lines that associate components or parts of the picture to names of concepts (classes or instances) or attributes. 
Decision table
Simple formula
Formula with arithmetic operators (+,-,/,*) and/or standard functions (sin(x), cos(x), etc.). The formula can be defined either for the attribute of a particular concept (specific) or for the attribute of a class (general).
Iterative formula
Formula that is defined using an iteration (summatory Σ, productory Π, etc) on a set (or sets) of reference that is explicitly formulated in a table or implicitly defined in an attribute whose content is a list of values.
Qualitative number line
A set of consecutive segments on a line with linguistic labels to describe a qualitative interpretation of a quantitative dimension.
Table of causal relations
Table that shows a set of types of relations between variables that are causes and variables that are effects. This is especially useful to formulate bayesian causal models in the domain of hydrology.
Attribute dependency models Others
Decision tree, graph of dynamic components (word bound graph, production chain, workflow), 2D graphics, state transitions, etc.
Domainspecific assumptions
Structured paragraph for assumptions
Formatted text paragraph in natural language to describe specific domain assumptions such as the maximum number of instances, the type of dependency model associated to an attribute, etc.
Role mappings
Structured paragraph for role mappings
Formatted text paragraph in natural language to associate inference roles of problem-solving methods to domain knowledge. Figure 3 shows an example of text paragraph that describes a concept with attributes (this example is a direct translation from the original text in Spanish). It is formulated using specific natural language patterns with local editors that guide and constraint the way of writing these sentences. For this purpose, the word processor includes a grammar with a set of preformatted types of text paragraphs to explicitly define: (a) classes corresponding to categories of concepts, (b) attributes with allowed values and (c) relations between concepts.
In order to avoid repetitive non-natural sentences, different patterns can be used for the same type of component.
The term reservoir is used to identify an artificial lake storing water. It is a component of river basin. It includes the following characteristics:
• The volume of the reservoir is the stored quantity of water. It is a physical magnitude measured in Hm3.
• The capacity of the reservoir is the maximum volume. Its units are the same as volume. The range goes from 10 until 400 Hm3. … • The inflow discharge of the reservoir is the input flow. It is a physical magnitude measured in m3/seg.
• The outflow discharge of the reservoir is the output flow. It is a physical magnitude measured in m3/seg.
• The significant discharge of the reservoir is a threshold that indicates the minimum value of outflow discharge able of producing damages. Its units are the same as outflow discharge. The default value is 100 m3/seg.
• The river of the reservoir is the river where the reservoir is located. For every reservoir, the values for capacity and river must be known. For every reservoir, the outflow must be computed with a formula. Subtypes of reservoir are: small reservoir (range of capacity [10, 50] ) and big reservoir (range of capacity [100,400]). The initial example of figure 1 also shows a case of a simple decision table in the hydrologic domain to determine the state of a reservoir using other values about volume trend and current volume. A decision table must be consistent with the terminology, i.e. only the defined attributes in the document can be used in columns and only allowed comparison operators can be used according to the allowed values for those attributes. Note that the reference of the table is described in the document with a text paragraph that shows details about its format and assumptions (e.g., exclusive conditions are assumed). In general, each particular component includes prefixed constraints formulated as natural language sentences that can be selected and adapted by the user.
Formulas can be used to relate the values of quantitative attributes. The user can write formulas with usual types of functions (arithmetic, trigonometric, statistics, etc.). A formula can be associated to a table. For example, figure 4 shows a case of formula related to a table. This is the case of formula with a summatory where the index covers the total number of elements of the table. In this case, each row corresponds to an element of the set and columns identify values that can be used in the formula.
Images as illustrations and other graphics can be also included in the text for domain knowledge: qualitative number lines (a graphical view of qualitative interpretation), graph of relations (graphical description of relations), 2D graphic (quantitative relation between two magnitudes), etc.
In the document, there are natural language paragraphs to describe tasks, input-output roles, methods and method assumptions. This is prefixed text in the document that cannot be modified by the user but its explicit presence is very important to provide a complete view of domain knowledge to understand (1) the role of domain knowledge in the global problem solving process and (2) method assumptions and general domain assumptions. The user can modify role mappings, i.e., the user can associate domain knowledge to prefixed input and output roles. For example, as it is shown by figure 1, this is represented by writing between parentheses the names of attributes next to the name of the role (note that these roles are defined for classes, i.e. every instance inherits the general role description).
The value of the average rainfall of an area is computed using the following formula:
where, according to the table 6.2, Ri is the average rainfall of area i, αj is the weight j,
and Pj is the current rain of pluviometer j. 
area pluviometer weight
Guadalteba pluviometer 0.2 Conde pluviometer 0.2 La Real pluviometer 0.3 Becerro pluviometer 0.2 Guadalteba area La Encantada pluviometer 0.1 Fuente Piedra pluviometer 0.4 Colmenar pluviometer 0.4 El Torcal pluviometer 0.3 Guadalhorce area Becerro pluviometer 0.3 El Torcal pluviometer 0
A specialized word processor for hydrologic knowledge models
This section summarizes the KATS word processor, one of the software tools that we developed following the general approach described in this paper (a preliminary version of this tool was described in [12] ). KATS was developed to help in building and maintaining the knowledge model of an emergency management system called SAIDA. SAIDA is a knowledge system that assists operators of river basin control centers during flash flood problems. SAIDA was initially developed for a particular river basin but it was required to be portable for other basins.
The SAIDA's knowledge model includes different types of tasks (assessment, prediction, scheduling) with 21 different types of knowledge bases that can be instantiated for 3 types of agents. For example, in the case of Júcar river in Spain, there are a total of 36 agents, each one with up to 6 types of knowledge representations (using rules, frames, uncertainty bayesian networks, logic clauses, temporal and spatial references, etc.). The SAIDA's knowledge model was represented as a conventional document as it is described in this paper. With the KATS tool, the user may read and write the document corresponding to the knowledge model. The user can read the entire document but, since the specialized word processor assumes a prefixed set of problem-solving methods, the user can only change the part of the document corresponding to the domain model. The word processor assumes a fixed structure of the document (chapters, sections, etc.) following a top-down description according to the task-method organization. The word processor also assumes the presence of prefixed text paragraphs corresponding to problem-solving knowledge that the user cannot change.
During the creation and maintenance of the document the user writes domain knowledge and the word processor makes the following automatic procedures for assistance: (1) syntax checking, to verify that each component of the document (text paragraph, table, formula, etc.) satisfies the corresponding valid grammar, (2) consistency checking, to verify whether the information written by the user verifies method assumptions and general domain assumptions, (3) guidance, the word processor uses domain specific assumptions written by the user to guide the user in the construction of the model (for example, the user can declare that the number of instances of reservoirs in the Júcar basin is 7 before writing any particular instance), and (4) changes propagation, when the developer writes a certain part of the document, the word processor writes automatically other parts of the document to create complementary views of the knowledge model that help to better understand the model with summaries and views at different levels of abstraction.
The user interface of KATS was designed according to the standards of the most extended word processors. The main window of the user interface shows an image of the document as it will be printed out on paper. When the user wants to modify a variable part of the document, she or he clicks directly on it (double click) and automatically a specialized editor window is presented. For example, if the user clicks on a text paragraph for attributes, an additional window corresponding to the editor for attributes is presented. This editor allows the user to describe an attribute by selecting menu options and completing prefixed natural language sentences. Similarly, if the user clicks on a decision table, a specialized editor for decision tables is presented. The window for each particular editor has a similar appearance to the way the content is presented in the document, together with certain buttons and resources for manipulation.
With these local editors, the word processor checks the consistency of the document and guides the user. Thus, for example, the editor of a decision In order to be operational (to be interpreted by inference procedures) the content of the document is translated by KATS into a knowledge base with conventional symbolic structures (rules, frames, etc.). The complete document is formally written using a formal language. A specific compiler program designed for this purpose automatically translates this source language into symbolic languages (rules, frames, etc.) that can be interpreted by the inference procedures. Basically, this compiler translates the representation resources of the document in the following way: (1) paragraphs for term description, graphs for relations, tables of instances are translated into hierarchies of classes, subclasses with attributes and values and also sets of agents (2) formulas and iterative formulas are translated into functional expressions with temporal extensions, (3) decision tables are translated into rules and frame-like patterns, (4) number lines are translated into attributes and rules, (5) tables of causal relations are translated into models based on bayesian networks, and (6) graphs of processes are translated into a temporal causal network. For example, the symbolic version for the Júcar river basin includes the following components: 25 classes, 150 attributes, 204 instances, 173 nodes of a causal network, 1510 rules, 264 frame-like patterns, 346 nodes of Bayesian networks, 67 logic clauses and 124 functional expressions.
Discussion
The KATS tool was analyzed to evaluate its practical utility. Besides a subjective evaluation by domain experts that confirmed a satisfactory operation for different operation scenarios, the utility of the tool was evaluated using an objective method. This method was based on a set of metrics to compare the performance of the KATS tool to the approach followed by domain-based or method-based knowledge modeling tools (such as MOLE [6] , SALT [11] or SIRAH [1] ) (details of the metrics used for the evaluation method can be found in [2] ).
The analysis of the evaluation process applied to KATS showed several advantages provided by the approach described in this paper. The results of the evaluation showed significant less modeling effort using KATS (for example, the description of domain knowledge in the document is significantly smaller compared to a direct description with symbolic languages). KATS also shows better results about model understanding mainly because end-users use a common document-based representation and do not have to learn symbolic languages (rules, bayesian networks, frames, etc.). This better model understanding is also supported by using explicit descriptions of inference steps and roles that allow to anticipate the impact of changes in domain knowledge. In addition to that, KATS increases the level of support to the end user compared to other solutions. This is mainly due to explicit representations about assumptions. The capacity of KATS of using user defined domain-specific assumptions is also a powerful technique to provide better assistance. For example, conventional tools do not provide flexible mechanisms to guarantee the integrity of rule bases. In KATS, part of a rule base can be written as a table with certain domain-specific assumptions defined by the user (exclusive conditions, exhaustive values for premises, max. number of instances, etc.) that help to check consistency during maintenance.
From the point of view of friendly knowledge formulation, other approaches have been developed. For example, within the OpenMind project [16] , different specific tools have been developed to facilitate the way users write new knowledge [17] [18] . These approaches are restricted to one specific representation so they are less general than the approach followed by KATS and they are not based on document representations.
Other proposals also follow a documentation approach for the maintenance of knowledge bases. For example, the MODI system [9] presents partial text descriptions of certain components of the knowledge base, linked to the knowledge model offering automatic support during maintenance. Another proposal is related to the Halo Project [14] within the semantic web. The knowledge base is presented using a document approach and, internally, it is formulated using an operational representation language (based on RDF). Compared to the approach followed by KATS, Halo is oriented to ontology representations (emphasizing sharing and reuse of domain knowledge) and the approach of KATS also includes inference procedures for problem solving knowledge besides the representation of domain knowledge.
Conclusions
In summary, according to the approach that we present in this paper, a knowledge modeling tool is considered as a specialized word processor with which a domain expert can read and write a special type of document following prefixed conventions about its format and content. The document describes a knowledge model as a set of problem-solving tasks using standard document-based representation resources (such as text paragraphs, tables, formulas, illustrations, etc.) commonly understood by users that are not familiar with computer languages. The word processor helps the user in writing the document keeping the consistency of the model. The word processor translates the document into an operational knowledge base and, consequently, the document can be interpreted by the inference procedures to automatically solve the problems for which the model has been designed.
One direct advantage of this approach is that the user has a more natural perception of the knowledge base because it is viewed as a document with text, tables, graphics, etc. instead of computer oriented languages (rules, constraints, frames, logic clauses, etc.). In addition, the tool has a quick acceptance and assimilation by the user because the procedures for editing the knowledge base are familiar for people (not only for computer programmers) due to the extended use of word processors.
Following the general approach presented in this paper, we developed several knowledge modeling tools for different domains. For example, the KATS tool was developed in the domain of hydrology. Part of our current research work is now oriented to generalize this approach by developing domain-independent word processors with document-based representations able to be interpreted with general inference procedures.
